New GCIS “Course Planner” enhancements will allow students to start preparing for high school and postsecondary education. Additional enhancements such as a column to track credit hours and the option to select various career pathways will aid and motivate users to complete education while supporting postsecondary goals.

New Course Planner Features Include...

**Personalized Welcome**
Add and/or edit Course Planner introductory messages.

**Choose a Pathway**
Select visible state-created pathways and any site pathways for populating courses with the “Add to Course Plan” button.

**Early Planning**
7th and 8th grade school years (middle school years) filter.

**Easy-to-Find Recommended Courses**
Grade-level courses appear at the top of the list by preferred school year.

For additional information, please contact 404-413-1720 or gciscoordinator@gsu.edu